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Scrutiny comments on examination of Review of Mining plan with Progressive mine closure plan in 
respect of Ghusiya Limestone mine of Shri. Gopalsingh Himatsingh Chauhan over an area of 2.00 hect. (S 
no. 64/p) situated in village Ghusiya, Taluka-Talala, District-Girsomnath of Gujarat State submitted 
under Rule 17(2) of MCR, 2016 and 23 of MCDR, 2017 for excavation period of 2018-19 to 2022-23. 

1. General points: 
a. Mining plan has been submitted for 5 years (2018-19 to 2022-23). Necessary justification for the 

period which is under consideration may be given suitably in view of subsequent block period.   
 

b. In absence of perfect boundary pillars precise demarcation of the lease area couldn’t be assessed. 
Hence, duly certified surface plan superimposed on cadastral map is to be submitted to ascertain 
results precisely.  

 

c. It is observed during inspection that mining lease area mismatching with valid lease plan & mining 
operations appears were being carried out illegally outside the ML area. These facts should be 
addressed critically with valid justification in the text report. 

 

d. Cadastral map showing mining lease with DGPS co-ordinates of all BP as per the CCOM circular 
02/2010/MCR/2016 duly authenticated by the CGM/SG need to be submitted for final approval of this 
document. 

 

e. As per the online observations, it is found that lessee is not filing the online Annual Returns which are 
strictly required under prevailing rules. In this regard, if the lessee has filed the same, then copy of 
Annual returns for last 3 to 4 yrs. may be submitted  
 

2. Introduction: 
a. Statement given in introduction mentioning about crushing & screening plant & subsequent 

photographs attached in this regard appears as irrelevant. Justify. 
 
 

b. As per the Annexure-3, extension of mining lease is subjected to the grant of EC. Hence, the current 
status of EC, CTO, and CTE may be given in introduction chapter. 

 

c. During the inspection is observed that, lessee had carried out the mining operations outside the valid 
mining lease and also under statutory barrier of 7.5mts. This facts need to be highlighted in the 
document. 

 

d. The details of other ML/PL already held by the lessee as on date with all particulars need to be given 
in introduction chapter. 
 

3. Chapter no.2- Location and Accessibility 
a. Mining lease boundary pillars are not found as per the given standard specification. Further, co-

ordinates of some of the pillars are also not matched with valid mining lease plan.  
 

b. Whole mining lease area is mentioned as Govt. waste land. In this regard, necessary revenue records, 

7/12 details may be provided. 
 

4. Chapter no. 3-Details of approved mining plan/scheme of mining 
a. Para-3.1,P/6: Under the details of approved documents, its period of approvals are not mentioned.  

 

b. Para-3.3(a): Given statement stating that the entire ML area was adequately explored in the past is 

incorrect & need to be justified. 
 

c. Para-3.3(b): During the year 2013-14 & 2015-16 total excavation were proposed as 70030 & 70000 MT 

whereas total 99694.16 & 91152 MT production of limestone carried out which are on higher side 

against the proposals. Justify the same. Further, check the proposed production of 2013-14 because as 

per last approved document is given as 69940MT. 
 

d. Necessary justification, reasons for deviation for not carried out the works as per the proposals and 

somewhere works carried out in excess manner against proposals, justification may be given in this 

regard for all the items. 
 

e. Details of violation pointed out by IBM & its compliance position not given in respect of IBM 

inspection carried out on dtd 22/06/2015. 
 

5. Part-A:  Chapter no. 1.0 Geology & Exploration 
a. Para-1.0(a): Give dimension of the existing pit appears to be incorrect and need to be checked 

thoroughly. Further, regional geology may also be given based valid literature, sources, important 

reference as far as possible. 
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b. As per chemical analysis, CaCO3% is mentioned as 53.16% which indicates the limestone is of 

chemical grade whereas the same material is being used for cement manufacturing which is 

contradictory & need to be justified. 
 

c. Under local geology, the depth of limestone given as 22M which appears to be incorrect. The depth of 

mineralization may be considered limited to the depth upto which direct evidence of mineralization 

established in working pits for all calculations. 
 

d. Chemical analysis should be given for sufficient numbers of samples from NABL accredited 

laboratory. Given generalized analysis for single sample is not accepted. Further, in para-1(d)(iv) 

given statement is incorrect & misleading. 
 

e. Future exploration is not given correctly as its period of execution, grid interval, proposed meterage, 

etc. are incorrect & not suitable/mismatching with present ground reality. Further, proposed 

exploration by DTH type may not be acceptable.  
 

 

f. Under the Reserves & Resources estimation categorization of proved reserves (111) with limited 

exploration for the entire ML area is not acceptable at all. Further, ultimate pit limit, tonnage 

conversion factor, recovery factor also need to be reviewed. Depth persistence is to be restricted to 

confirmed depth only.   
 

g. Page-15: The table indicating opening of reserves as on 10.12.2013 & closing reserves as on 01.02.2018 

appears to be incorrect & mismatching with table given on page-14. 
 

h. It may be clarified that without adequate exploration how the mineral reserves & resources have been 

re-estimated. Further, the whole ML area considered under proved category (111) is also not justified.  
 

i. Whole reserves & resources estimation exercise need to be reviewed because UNFC codes are not 

awarded correctly, estimation of proved & probable reserves estimation with respect to lateral & in 

depth extension of mineralization are found incorrect, details of blocked R&R not given separately. 

Hence, the whole exercise of R&R estimation needs to be revisited.  
 

j. Feasibility report is not submitted at all. This is very important & essential component of Review of 

Mining Plan. This is very serious mistake on the part of Qualified Person which may be avoided in future.  
 

6. Chapter no. 2-Mining 
a. The fact given about bench height of 6M in existing pit dimension is incorrect as the bench height 

was found more than 10M during site inspection. Further, other parameter like slope of individual 
bench also appears to be incorrect.  
 

b. As per the monthly return shown during site inspection, closing stock of ROM lying inside & outside 
pit was given as 4107MT but it is not discussed in the chapter. Further, given quantity also need to be 
resurveyed. 

 

c. Present mining status reveals unsystematic mining scenario. Hence, proposals should be made for 
systematization of existing benches. 

 

d. Proposed excavation of ROM at the tune of 25800MT/Annum not accepted as it is not in line with 
existing available proved reserves. Excavation proposal may be restricted in lease area which is 
explored under G1/G2 level only. 

 

e. Para-2(e), P/21: Under the year wise layout of mine workings, block nos. for proposed excavation not 
given, handling & its disposal with location details for chemical grade & cement grade limestone not 
mentioned, under extent of mechanism, the detailed calculation of HEMM also need to be checked 
thoroughly. 

 

f. Under blasting parameter, the details of total explosive handling, its handling, total explosive 
requirement per day, details licensee who will provide these explosives for blasting also not 
discussed. 

 

g. Page-35-38: Total 4 nos. of DTH proposed which are not acceptable, the sorting of ROM proposed on 
registered plot, details of the same may be given. Present land use pattern showing the mining lease 
area degraded on date is not furnished. Conceptual land use pattern, etc. are also not discussed in 
detailed manner. 

 

 
 

7. Chapter 4: Stacking of Mineral Rejects/Sub-grade Material & Disposal of Waste: 
 

Area proposed under mining appears to be having some top soil as observed during site inspection. But, 
this fact is not addressed in the relevant paras. 
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8. Chapter 5: Use of Mineral and Mineral rejects: The details of buyers to whom chemical and cement 
grade limestone is being sold need to be given in tabulated form. Further, analysis reports of sufficient 
mineral samples from NABL accredited laboratory may be given.    
 

9. Others, Page-42: Under the employment potential requirement skilled, semi-skilled persons and technical 
and non-technical persons are not given in detailed manner as per the prescribed rules.  

 

10. Chapter: 8, PMCP 
a. Page-37-43: Land use pattern should be given as on date and proposed plan period up to 31.03.23 and till the 

mining lease period. Further, existing and proposed environmental protective measures should be given in 
tabulated form with supporting analysis reports.  

 

b. Page-44-50, Item No-8.3: Proposed plantation of 10 of plants/annum is not justified. Further, year wise 
fencing of 20m is also not sufficient because most of the broken up area is very prone to public road which is 
passing through mining lease.   

 

c. Financial area should be assessed correctly based on the actual area put to use as on date and subsequent 
additional area requirement during plan period. The copy of original bank guarantee for extended period of 
5 yrs for the A-other category mine as per the provision of MCDR,2017 should be submitted to IBM 
Gandhinagar Regional office.  

 

Plates:  
 All plan and section, text & tables should be modified based on above scrutiny. 
 Plans & sections are not prepared on appropriate scale in view of very small lease area. Scale of 

1:500 in case of small scale working may also be used.  
 

1. Cadastral maps: Original copy of cadastral map marked with all co-ordinates of mining lease BP duly 
authenticated by the State Govt. authority should be submitted for checking its authenticity. 

 

2. Key Plan: Other nearby mining leases are not marked under 5km buffer zone, environmental monitoring 
stations not marked correctly, village boundary, etc. are also not marked.  
 

3. Surface plan: Projections/workings marked outside the ML area shall not be considered for the approval, 
public road is passing thorough ML but statutory barriers are not provided, mineral stack lying in 
between BP-2 & BP-3 not marked, some of the mine working towards NE & E part of ML appears to be 
worked outside the ML boundary pillars, benching pattern as observed not marked over plan toward NE 
portion,  plan is not signed by the surveyor.   

 

4. Surface geological plan & Sections: Working pits area are not marked correctly, area marked under 
(111) level of exploration is completely incorrect & not acceptable, statutory barriers all along public road 
passing through ML not provided, sections are prepared incorrectly as depth of mineralization as marked 
up to 20m is incorrect, reserves marked under category 122 is also incorrect, tube well representation as 
shown over sections also not found appropriate.   

 

5. Year wise working part plan: proposed development/excavation planning given over area is not 
acceptable as the this area is not explored as per prevailing rules, production planning need to be given in 
view of available mineable reserves on fully explored areas only. Therefore, whole production planning 
needs to be rethink. 

 

6. Environment plan: Mining operation as appears to be carried outside ML may justified in text report,  
ML boundary as marked appears to be  incorrect, land use pattern within 60M & 500M zone not 
marked, monitoring stations in core & buffer zone not marked. 

 

7. Conceptual plan: Conceptual working projection not shown correctly as the benching pattern are not 
being maintained as pointed during inspection, sections lines not marked correctly. Reserves blocked 
under domestic electric transmission line need to be reviewed. 
 

8. Reclamation plan: Para 8.3: the details of progressive mine closure plan is not depicted distinctly on 
plan. The year wise fencing not marked correctly, ultimate pit limit also not marked.  
 

9. Financial Area Assurance Plan: area considered for reclaimed & rehabilitated if any may be shown 
separately. Proposed area to be broken up may be changed in view of given scrutiny as above.  
 

10. Annexure: 
a. Cadastral map of each block showing granted ML area and its boundary pillars DGPS co-ordinates duly 

authenticated by concerned SG authority need to be submitted in final submission. 
b. Photographs of mining lease boundary pillars not enclosed. 
c. Environmental monitoring parameters analysis reports are not enclosed 
d. Mineral analysis of sufficient nos. of samples from NABL accredited Lab. Are not given.  
e. Copy of original bank guarantee for extended period should be deposited in further submission for 

approval of this ROMP. 
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